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Universal-to-Specific Framework for Complex
Action Recognition
Peisen Zhao, Lingxi Xie, Ya Zhang, and Qi Tian
Abstract—Video-based action recognition has recently at-
tracted much attention in the field of computer vision. To solve
more complex recognition tasks, it has become necessary to
distinguish different levels of interclass variations. Inspired by a
common flowchart based on the human decision-making process
that first narrows down the probable classes and then applies
a “rethinking” process for finer-level recognition, we propose
an effective universal-to-specific (U2S) framework for complex
action recognition. The U2S framework is composed of three
subnetworks: a universal network, a category-specific network,
and a mask network. The universal network first learns universal
feature representations. The mask network then generates atten-
tion masks for confusing classes through category regularization
based on the output of the universal network. The mask is further
used to guide the category-specific network for class-specific
feature representations. The entire framework is optimized in
an end-to-end manner. Experiments on a variety of benchmark
datasets, e.g., the Something-Something, UCF101, and HMDB51
datasets, demonstrate the effectiveness of the U2S framework;
i.e., U2S can focus on discriminative spatiotemporal regions
for confusing categories. We further visualize the relationship
between different classes, showing that U2S indeed improves
the discriminability of learned features. Moreover, the proposed
U2S model is a general framework and may adopt any base
recognition network.
Index Terms—Action recognition, feature representation, neu-
ral networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
V IDEO-BASED action recognition has recently becomean important research direction in computer vision.
Early studies [1]–[4] started with classifying simple mo-
tion states such as “jumping” and “running”, which can
be easily achieved by directly extracting features from key
frames [5]. Recently, more challenging recognition tasks have
been proposed, which require distinguishing fine-grained in-
terclass variations. For example, in the Something-Something
dataset [6], the two action categories “bending something so
that it deforms” and “bending something until it breaks” share
the same action, bending, but differ in their consequences.
In other words, the difference between a pair of action
categories can be either subtle (e.g., the difference between
two “bending” actions) or considerable (e.g., the difference
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Fig. 1. Analysis of the influence of feature similarity on category accuracy
on the Something-Something dataset. Left: a matrix measuring the feature
similarity between different category pairs, in which the color of the grid
becomes closer to yellow as the similarity with the corresponding category
pair increases. Right: a scatter plot of feature similarity with respect to the
category accuracy. Each point denotes a category, and the abscissa shows the
average similarity with other categories. This figure is best viewed in color.
between jumping and running). This type of recognition sce-
nario requires the simultaneous representation of both coarse-
grained and fine-grained concepts, which is still challenging
in the computer vision field.
Existing action recognition approaches [7]–[10] usually
make one single forward pass to arrive at the final decision.
Such approaches, called one-pass methods hereafter, attempt
to represent action features from a universal perspective. These
one-pass methods fail to consider the relationship between ac-
tion categories. Intuitively, humans usually deal with the above
mix-grained recognition problems by first narrowing down the
probable classes and then applying a “rethinking” mechanism
towards finer-level recognition. For learning algorithms, the
necessity of the “rethinking” mechanism has been verified.
Fig. 1 shows a matrix measuring the category similarity
based on the features extracted for action recognition [11].
It can be seen that similarities among different categories
can vary significantly. Moreover, the average interclass feature
similarity, which is the average similarity between one class
and all the others, is shown to be inversely correlated with
the per-class accuracy. This phenomenon suggests that the
universal feature itself is not sufficient to discriminate each
class from the classes it is most similar to. Thus, we need
class-specific features offering additional discriminability to
distinguish similar classes by “rethinking”.
In this paper, we present the universal-to-specific (U2S)
framework, namely, an end-to-end framework for discrimi-
native feature learning, which consists of three subnetworks,
i.e., a universal network (UN), a mask network (MN) and a
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category-specific network (CSN). The overall framework is
shown in Fig. 2. The three subnetworks cooperate following
the principle of using universal features to guide category-
specific features. The universal network is designed to fo-
cus on universal signals to separate general conceptions; the
mask network is regularized with the interclass relationship,
approximately defined by the learned universal features and
network parameters, to generate a set of category-specific
feature masks; and the category-specific network takes the
category-specific feature masks from the mask network and
focuses more on features corresponding to subtle category-
specific differences, thus enabling the separation of fine-
grained categories. During prediction, the outputs from both
the universal and the class-specific networks are combined into
the final prediction.
We perform experiments on three widely used benchmark
datasets: the Something-Something, UCF101, and HMDB51
datasets. The U2S model consistently outperforms the one-
pass models, with top-1 classification accuracies (RGB modal-
ity) of 1.95%, 3.15% and 2.94% on the Something-Something,
UCF101, and HMDB51 datasets, respectively. Moreover, the
universal network and category-specific network are trained
collaboratively, leading to an increased discriminative capa-
bility of the universal network as manifested by its increased
accuracy in an ablation study. In addition, visualizing the
feature-level similarity with respect to the class-level accuracy
reveals that our approach indeed improves the discriminability
of learned features. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows.
• We propose a novel end-to-end, trainable U2S framework
that embeds category-specific feature learning into gen-
eral feature representations.
• Our experimental results show that the proposed U2S
model consistently improves the feature discriminability
and achieves state-of-the-art performance.
• We introduce a visualization method to compare the fea-
ture discriminability and reveal the relationship between
the accuracy and the feature discriminability.
II. RELATED WORK
Action recognition [8], [12], [13] and action localization
[14]–[16] in video have been hot topics in computer vision.
Recent methods based on deep learning can be summarized
in the following three directions: 3D methods, two-stream
methods, and RNN methods.
A. 3D models
The first line of research was inspired by the great success
of CNN models [7], [17], [18] in image recognition tasks
and directly extended the convolution kernels, including the
temporal dimension. Ji et al. [19] was the first to attempt
to handle both the spatial and the temporal dimensions by
performing 3D convolution. Tran et al. [20] designed a deeper
network structure (C3D), which achieved better results on the
classic datasets UCF101 [2] and HMDB51 [1]. Limited by
the amount of video data and the large number of parameters
introduced by 3D convolution, it is very difficult to train a
3D model from scratch. Then, Carreira et al. [8] proposed an
I3D model that expands the filters and pooling kernels to 3D
with parameters pretrained on ImageNet [21]. By leveraging
an ImageNet warm start, I3D achieved great performance on
the Kinetics dataset [22], and the model pretrained on the
Kinetics dataset could further improve the performance on
the UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets. Although we can train
3D models such as I3D, these networks have a very large
numbers of parameters. It is often difficult to train these
models from scratch. To overcome the above bottlenecks,
P3D [23] decomposes the 3D convolution kernels into 2D
and 1D convolutions, which reduces the parameters to a large
extent. Furthermore, (2+1)D [24] uses different combinations
of convolutions: spatial followed by temporal, spatial in par-
allel with temporal, and spatial followed by temporal with a
skip connection. Moreover, Xie et al. [11], [25] explored the
necessity of using 3D convolutions in all the layers of different
depths and proposed using 3D convolutions in selected layers.
They also compared the speed and performance between “top-
heavy” and “bottom-heavy” networks. Similar to the “top-
heavy” idea, ECO [10] is a lightweight convolution network
that applies 2D convolutions on the bottom feature maps and
3D convolutions on the top feature maps. This structure can
speed up the inference time and even handle online prediction
tasks. In addition to these basic convolution models, some
novel operation modules were also explored with this model.
Wang et al. [9] introduced high-order information into their
convolution blocks. Wang et al. [26] proposed a nonlocal
network to capture long-range dependencies. Zhao et al. [27]
designed a trajectory convolution to integrate features with
deformable convolution kernels.
B. Two-Stream models
The second branch of research concentrates on how to inte-
grate the information of various patterns. Simonyan et al. [4]
proposed a two-stream ConvNet architecture that processes
RGB frames and the stacked optical flow individually and
fuses the classification probability at the end. This was the
first attempt to demonstrate that merging the complementary
information on appearance and motion can greatly improve
performance. Therefore, many works [8], [12], [28]–[31] have
followed the “two-stream” idea. Wu et al. [28] combined the
two-stream framework and LSTM with a fusion network for
video classification. Other frameworks, such as TSN [12] and
I3D [8], equipped with a two-stream structure, can achieve
great improvements and state-of-the-art performance on action
recognition tasks. However, the extraction of optical flow con-
sumes a massive amount of computing and storage resources.
Some researchers have explored alternatives to optical flow.
Sevilla et al. [32] noted that the contribution of optical flow
is invariant only to appearance. Therefore, recent studies have
preferred to find alternatives to optical flow, such as motion
features in [33], motion filters in [34], motion priors in [35]
and motion vectors in [36]–[39], which can also provide mo-
tion information similar to optical flow. In addition to finding
alternatives to optical flow, [40] embedded the computation
of optical flow into a convolutional neural network, which is
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Fig. 2. The overall framework of the U2S model. The U2S framework consists of three subnetworks: a universal network (UN), a mask network (MN), and
a category-specific network (CSN). The UN and CSN have the same architecture and are bridged by the MN. The UN and CSN share the same Conv2D
parameters and have their own Conv3D parameters. The UN employs a basic Res2D+Res3D architecture. The MN integrates feature tensors and predictions
of the UN to learn a set of category-specific feature masks using category regularization. These masks are intended to filter out the discriminative features
among actions. Guided by the MN, the CSN focuses on the more fine-grained features among confusing categories. This figure is best viewed in color.
called a hidden two-stream CNN. Thus, the appearance and
motion information can be trained in an end-to-end model.
C. RNN models
The third active research direction is to use a recurrent
neural network (RNN) or its variants, such as long short-
term memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent units (GRUs), to
handle sequence video data [41]–[46]. The recurrent structure
is quite appropriate for dealing with sequence data such as
video frames. Ng et al. [41] and Shi et al. [43] used LSTM
cells to deal with frame features that are the output of 2D
convolutional neural networks. Sun et al. [47] proposed an
L2STM model, which extended LSTM by learning indepen-
dent hidden state transitions of memory cells for individual
spatial locations. To adapt the basic LSTM structure to handle
spatiotemporal data, [48] and [13] changed the state vector to
a feature map and changed the fully connected operation to a
convolution operation in the LSTM structure.
D. Discussion and Relationship to Prior Work
Classification tasks, especially fine-grained settings, usually
focus on universal and specific (global and local, respectively)
feature representation. The methods in [49]–[51] localize
discriminative parts based on part detection that can utilize
the specific features for recognition tasks. However, these
local parts are usually predefined, which may require addi-
tional annotations. Other works [52]–[54] aimed at localizing
discriminative parts are based on an attention mechanism
that focuses on iterative learning, interchannel relationships,
or local feature integration. Moreover, [55]–[57] explored
discriminative parts through spatial-temporal relationships. Ex-
isting methods of localizing discriminative parts focus less on
the interaction between category relationships in recognition
tasks than the framework proposed herein.
The closest work to ours is the recently proposed spatial-
temporal discriminative filter banks of Martnez et al. [58],
who introduced the local features by training a set of local
discriminative classifiers. In their case, they also combined the
global and local features in fine-grained recognition tasks but
focused less than our framework on the interaction between
category relationships. Moreover, feedback networks from
previous works [59] are formed in an iterative manner based on
feedback received from the previous iteration’s output. These
networks simply feed the output as a part of the input to an
LSTM model.
In contrast to these prior methods, we use not only the
output but also the category relationships to propose the
U2S framework, which rethinks the classification result from
universal features and uses category similarities to generate
specific features to improve feature discrimination.
III. APPROACH
In a classification task, what factor can be used to dis-
tinguish different categories? For example, when comparing
a “dog” and a “bird”, the shapes are different, but when
comparing a“dog” and a “wolf”, the tail is one discriminating
factor. This factor varies when recognizing different categories
of “dogs”. Categories in a classification dataset are not always
equally divided. Some are easy to classify, while some are
hard to distinguish since they are quite similar. Therefore, we
use the word “universal” to denote features that can separate
a general concept and the word “specific” to denote features
containing subtle differences. Existing action recognition base-
lines [7]–[10] often make one single forward inference to reach
the final decision and treat each category equally. Such a one-
pass classification approach attempts to learn a discriminative
feature representation in a universal feature space. However,
this kind of feature representation often shows limited ability
to reflect subtle differences among categories. It is thus desired
to exploit interclass similarities among categories and learn not
only universal features but also category-specific features.
Previous works aimed at specific or local features [49]–
[51], [60]–[62] were often based on part detection, a sam-
pling strategy, or some attention mechanism. These methods
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focused less on the category information and the interaction
between universal and specific feature representation than
our framework. When facing indeterminate choices, humans
may first select some candidates and rethink them from a
specific viewpoint. Inspired by the above human decision-
making process, we design a novel universal-to-specific (U2S)
framework, which uses universal features to guide category-
specific features.
A. The U2S Framework
The overall framework is shown in Fig. 2. The model
consists of three subnetworks, namely, a universal network
(UN), a category-specific network (CSN), and a mask network
(MN); the former two subnetworks share the same architecture
and are bridged by the third. The universal network provides
general feature representation and makes the first classification
decision. Then, the general features and classification logits
are fed into the mask network to help generate feature masks.
Finally, features from the category-specific network and masks
from the mask network are combined to make the second
classification. The key component of this learning framework
is the mask network, which learns a set of category-specific
feature masks via a proposed novel method called category
regularization. These masks aim at selecting discriminative
features from a more specific viewpoint via the category
similarities. With the help of the mask network, the category-
specific network can focus on features at a finer level, which
contributes to distinguishing between confusing categories
(e.g.,“bending something so that it deforms” and “bending
something until it breaks”).
• Subnetworks: UN and CSN
The UN and CSN, shown in Fig. 2, are two subnetworks of
the U2S framework. The inputs of both the UN and the CSN
are videos (e.g., RGB frames or stacked optical flow), and
their outputs are the classification logits. Recent action recog-
nition frameworks, especially 3D networks, have achieved
great success. The methods in [25] and [11] involve several
3D structures and make a trade-off between accuracy and
efficiency. Thus, we build our network based on that in [11]
with its “top-heavy” idea. This design structure only applies
3D convolutions to the top layers and operates smaller feature
maps than low-level feature maps due to spatial pooling.
Compared with all 3D convolution structures, this 2D plus
3D convolution can reduce the computational cost. Thus, our
architecture has a ResNet [18] backbone with the original
Res2D and its variation in the Res3D structures. Following
the basic structure notations in [18], the main convolution
components are residue groups from group p0 to group 3.
In our universal network and category-specific network, the
transition position from 2D to 3D is set between group 1 and
group 2. Stacking the temporal dimension, the output tensor
(NT ×C ×H ×W ) from the Res2D network is reorganized
and transposed to five dimensions (N × T × C × H ×W ).
N , T , C, H , and W represent the batch size, temporal length,
feature channel, image height, and image width, respectively.
The final output logits from the UN and CSN are used to
compute the cross-entropy loss (notated as LU and LC). In
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Fig. 3. The proposed mask network. The MN targets learning a set of
category-specific feature masks that can select confusing category features
according to the prediction of the universal network. À is the input tensor
(N × T × C × H ×W ) from the universal network. Á are the predicted
logits of the universal network, which can help to select the category subset
of the confusing categories. Â is the combination of selected feature masks.
The green blocks in the CSM (binary) represent positive values. This figure
is best viewed in color.
addition, preactivated batch normalization [63] is applied to
all the convolution layers.
• A Mask Network as the Bridge
The mask network learns the feature masks to help the
CSN focus on the features at a finer level. The mask network
first provides masks for each category; then, according to the
prediction from the UN, the masks of confusing categories
are selected and combined as the output mask. Fig. 3 shows
the detailed pipeline for the mask network. The numbers
enclosed in circles correspond to the inputs and outputs of
the mask network shown in Fig. 2. Input circles 1 and 2 are
the feature map tensor (N×T×C×H×W ) and the predicted
logits from the universal network, respectively. Output circle
3 represents the final mask. For a detailed explanation of
the mask network and how it can generate category-specific
masks, we first introduce the category similarity matrix (CSM)
and then describe the mask generation pipeline.
CSM. We denote the CSM as C ∈ {0, 1}M×M , where M
is the number of categories. A positive value in the CSM
means that the two corresponding categories are easily con-
fused. First, we introduce the method to measure the category
feature similarity. Inspired by the visualization method in [64],
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the “sparsity pattern of channels contains discriminative in-
formation”. To utilize this sparsity pattern, we first extract
convolutional feature maps. Here, we extract the output of
group 3 from the UN (N×T ×C×H×W ). In the following
equations, we use superscript c to denote the channel and the
subscript m to denote the category. For each channel c in
the feature maps, we spatiotemporally count the proportion of
nonzero responses Qc and calculate the per-channel sparsity
Ξc as follows:
Ξc = 1−Qc. (1)
All the channel sparsities Ξc constitutes a vector Ξ ∈ [0, 1]C
to represent the feature response. For different categories, we
calculate the average feature sparsity Ξ of all the samples
under each category to represent this category-specific feature
response Ξm. Finally, utilizing the distance function fdist :
RC × RC → {x|x ∈ [0, 1], x ∈ R}, we calculate similarities
between different categories with {Ξm},m = 1, 2, ...,M ,
where M is the number of categories:
si,j = 1− fdist(Ξi,Ξj), (2)
where si,j stands for similarity between category i and cate-
gory j. Thus, we obtain a matrix S ∈ [0, 1]M×M = [si,j ] to
measure the category similarities. To simplify the screening
process for highlighting confusing categories, we denote the
CSM (C ∈ {0, 1}M×M ) as a binary version of S ∈ [0, 1]M×M
by a constant threshold α. Then, the CSM can be used to
represent the category similarities.
Mask Generation. As shown in Fig. 3, to learn a set
of category-specific masks, a convolution operation with a
conv1 × 1 × 1 kernel is applied, which can be regarded as
a linear feature combiner. The number of output channels is
set to be M (the number of categories). Therefore, each feature
map in the channel dimension can be regarded as a category-
specific mask. To ensure that these learned category-specific
masks (N × T × M × H × W ) are activated according to
their categories, we use classification labels to train them. In
detail, these masks are processed by global average pooling
(green array); then, the mask tensors are converted to logit
form (N×M) and are then used to compute the cross-entropy
loss (denoted by LM). To further constrain the discriminability
between masks, the category regularization, applied to param-
eters of the conv1 × 1 × 1 layer, is introduced and will be
explained in the next subsection.
Once we obtain the category-specific masks, how do we
obtain the final mask? For the right panel of Fig. 3, when the
predicted category i of the universal network (circle 2) is fed
into the mask network, the confusing categories are selected
via positive values in the i-th column of the CSM. Therefore,
we select these corresponding masks from among (N × T ×
M×H×W ) masks in three dimensions. Finally, each video in
batch N obtains a combined (averaged) feature mask (N×T×
1×H ×W ) as the final output mask. If the prediction (circle
2) does not have confusing categories, the mask network is
degraded into a self-attention module as in [65], which can also
help the category-specific network select valuable features.
B. Loss Function
For the action recognition task, we use the cross-entropy
loss to train our network, and the loss function is defined as:
L = LU + LC + LM + λwregular, (3)
where LU, LC, and LM are the cross-entropy losses from
the universal network, category-specific network, and mask
network, respectively. wregular denotes category regularization,
and λ is added to control the regularization weight.
Category regularization is used to constrain the discrim-
inability between category-specific masks. These masks are
learned from the input features of the mask network with the
parameters of the conv1 × 1 × 1 layer, which is a matrix
W ∈ RC×M . C is the input feature dimension, and M is
the number of categories. The conv1 × 1 × 1 layer can be
regarded as a linear feature combiner. Therefore, a vector
(wi) of the i-th column in W decides how to generate the
i-th category-specific mask. Therefore, we can constrain the
similarity between {wi} to vary the category-specific mask.
As shown in Eq. 4:
Sw =
 s(w1,w1) s(w1,w2) ...s(w2,w1) s(w2,w2) ...
... ... s(wM ,wM )
 , (4)
where Sw ∈ [0, 1]M×M = [swi,j ] is the weight similarity
matrix. Similar to Eq. 2, s(wi,wj) denotes the similarity
between wi and wj . Then, we can obtain wregular:
wregular =
1
Npos
∑
i,j
swi,j . (5)
In Eq. 5, we only constrain the weight similarity between the
confusing categories by the CSM (C). Npos is a normalized
constant denoting the number of positive values excluding the
diagonals of the CSM. Thus, the selected pairs can be repre-
sented by positive positions in M ∈ {0, 1}M×M = [mi,j ]:
M = C− I. (6)
Since s(wi,wj) depicts the weight similarity between the i-
th and j-th categories, we constrain the weight similarity via
filtering out the confusing category pairs using M, (i, j) ∈
{(i, j)|mi,j = 1}.
IV. EXPERIMENT
A. Datasets
We mainly conduct our experiments on the Something-
Something V2 dataset [6] (called Something-Something here-
after), which is a large collection of densely labeled video clips
that show humans performing basic actions with everyday
objects. This dataset consists of 220,847 videos with 174
classes. Some of the classes are quite fine-grained and easily
confused with each other, such as “bending something so
that it deforms” and “bending something until it breaks”.
Thus, the criteria for classification are mostly determined by
some details. In addition, we also conduct our experiments
on the UCF101 [2] and HMDB51 [1] datasets, which are
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relatively small action recognition datasets that also contain
rich categories. The UCF101 dataset is composed of 13,320
realistic user-uploaded video clips and 101 action classes such
as “HorseRiding”, “Skiing”, “Drumming” and “Archery”. The
definition of categories is mainly focused on sports, music, and
some daily behaviors. The average clip length is approximately
7 seconds with a frame rate of 25 fps. The HMDB51 dataset
is from a variety of sources ranging from digitized movies
to YouTube. It contains 6,766 video clips defined by 51
action categories, such as “Jump”, “Kiss”, and “Laugh”. The
definitions of the categories are biased towards some simple
daily actions. Moreover, we also implement our proposed U2S
framework on two fine-grained image classification datasets,
Stanford Cars [66] and Stanford Dogs [67]. The Stanford Cars
dataset contains 16,185 images of 196 classes of cars, which
are divided into 8,144 images for training and 8,041 images for
testing. The Stanford Dogs dataset contains 20,580 images of
120 classes of dogs from around the world, which are divided
into 12,000 images for training and 8,580 images for testing.
B. Implementation Details
Frame Sampling. As illustrated in Fig. 2, video clips with a
variable number of frames are fed into the network. To address
the different frame lengths, the video is split into N equal
subsections, and the frames are sampled at the same position
in each subsection. This strategy maintains the movement rate
between adjacent frames. In the training phase, positions in
a subsection are randomly selected, enabling the network to
fully exploit all the frames and provide more diversity during
training. When testing the action videos, the position in the
subsection is fixed.
Training. The first training stage is to train the universal
network using mini-batch SGD with momentum and utilize
preactivated batch normalization in each convolution layer.
Assisted by this well-trained universal network, we obtain
the CSM based on the corresponding dataset that will be
applied to the mask network and category regularization. The
second training stage is to train the category-specific network
with masks provided by the mask network, which focuses
on discriminative features among easily confused categories.
Finally, we jointly train the whole network with a relatively
low learning rate. We sample 18 frames from the input videos
following the strategy described in the previous section. In
addition, the short edges of the input frames are resized to
240 and randomly cropped to 224× 224 at the same location
for the frames in a whole video clip. However, the frequently
used flipping augmentation strategy is not applied due to
some mirror-sensitive categories defined in the Something-
Something dataset, such as descriptions with specific direction
words (“left and right”, “up and down”). The threshold α
for the CSM determines how many categories a category
can be confused with and thus depends on the dataset itself.
The straightforward way to determine this constant threshold
is to consult the top-N classification accuracy. We choose
the threshold by letting the average number of confusing
categories be N if this top-N accuracy can achieve a high
standard (85% for Sth-Sth-V2, 95% for UCF101 and Stanford
Cars, and 90% for HMDB51 and Stanford Dogs), which means
that choosing N categories will include most of the confusing
categories. In our experiments, the ResNet-50 structure is
selected as our backbone. The training hyperparameters are as
follows. The initial learning rate is set to 10−3 for the first and
second training stages and decreases by a factor of 10 when the
validation error saturates after 7 and 12 epochs. We train the
network with a momentum of 0.9, a weight decay of 10−4,
and a batch size of 20. The Res2D and Res3D weights are
initialized with pretrained networks on Kinetics. The learning
rate of the final joint learning processing step is 10−4, and
the λ for category regularization is set to 0.5, balancing the
wregular in the final loss function.
Testing. During testing, the universal network and category-
specific network propagate jointly, with the coupling position
at the final feature level bridged by the mask network. After
two predictions, we merge the predicted scores in different
networks, utilizing the complementarity of the two predictions.
The final score is fused by 10 crops, as in [5], [9].
C. Results on the Something-Something Dataset
1) Ablation studies on fusing the U2S predictions: In this
section, we first discuss the methods for merging all the pre-
dictions in our framework. As illustrated in Fig. 2, we obtain
three classification predictions, namely, universal prediction,
bridge prediction, and specific prediction, from the universal
network, mask network, and category-specific network, re-
spectively. The universal prediction and bridge prediction both
use universal features from the universal network, while the
specific prediction uses masked features from the category-
specific network. Table I reports the classification results from
the one-pass model and all combinations of the universal,
bridge, and specific predictions.
The one-pass universal results and universal results are both
from the universal network and differ in whether joint training
is used (without and with joint training, respectively). We
observe a 1.15% performance gain from 56.52% to 57.67%
from joint training with the universal network and category-
specific network. The universal and bridge results, which both
use universal features, achieve a similar performance, which is
higher than that of the specific prediction. However, when the
specific prediction is fused with any of the merged results,
the performance is greatly improved. This finding means
that selected category-specific features effectively complement
the universal features. All the merged results are the simple
average of the prediction scores. In addition, when comparing
the performance gain between the top-1 and top-5 accuracies
provided by fusing the specific predictions, we observe that
the top-5 accuracy is almost unchanged but that the top-1
accuracy has improved. This finding means that the category-
specific features provide discriminative information on the
most confusing examples. We further illustrate the differences
in feature discriminability in the following subsection.
2) Ablation studies on category regularization: The effec-
tiveness of category regularization is shown in Table II. The
top-1 classification accuracy on the Something-Something V2
dataset is improved by 1.28 percentage points with category
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TABLE I
THE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON SOMETHING-SOMETHING DATASET.
THE RESULTS ARE FROM THE ONE-PASS MODEL AND ALL THE
COMBINATIONS OF THE UNIVERSAL, BRIDGE, AND SPECIFIC
PREDICTIONS. THE JOINTLY TRAINED UNIVERSAL AND SPECIFIC MODELS
ACHIEVE HIGH PERFORMANCE WHEN MERGING ALL THE PREDICTIONS.
Method Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%)
One-Pass Universal 56.52 82.95
Universal Bridge Specific
X 57.67 83.96
X 57.58 83.26
X 55.95 81.50
X X 57.87 83.90
X X 58.33 83.99
X X 58.17 83.57
X X X 58.47 84.03
TABLE II
THE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON THE SOMETHING-SOMETHING-V2
DATASET WITH AND WITHOUT CATEGORY REGULARIZATION.
Setting Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%)
w/o category regularization 57.19 83.34
w/ category regularization 58.47 84.03
regularization applied. The visualization of weight similarity
with or without category regularization will be shown in a
later subsection.
3) Ablation studies on the mask network: Our main con-
tribution is to design a mask network to guide more dis-
criminative category-specific features. We deeply investigate
this mask network and perform some variant experiments, the
results of which are shown in Table III. First, we provide clear
descriptions of these experimental settings: a): the proposed
U2S model in the “Approach” section; b): we simplify our
mask network and select only one mask of the predicted
category by using the UN, which means that the MN does
not consider the masks of other confusing categories; c): we
change the CSM from the binary version (C ∈ {0, 1}M×M )
to the absolute version (C ∈ [0, 1]M×M ); d): we remove the
mask network and report the results by using an “ensemble”
operation of the UN and CSN; e): we compare another self-
attention method, the non-local method [26], by following
the same backbone; f): we use the ground-truth category as
guidance for mask generation (not the output of the UN),
which can be regarded as the upper bound of the proposed
method.
Comparing a) and b), it can be seen that considering the
masks of other confusing categories increases the performance
gain since these masks contain the discriminative spatial-
temporal regions between confusing categories. Comparing
a) and c) shows that the absolute CSM cannot achieve the
performance that the binary CSM can. We postulate the masks
of other non-confusing categories will introduce noise into the
final mask, which will affect the final performance. Although
each non-confusing category mask has a small weight, ag-
gregating them results in a non-negligible weight due to the
large number of categories. Comparing a), d), and the one-
pass model results, we find that the performance improvement
TABLE III
THE ABLATION STUDIES OF THE MN ON THE SOMETHING-SOMETHING
V2 DATASET.
Settings Para. (G) Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%)
One-Pass Universal 60.77 56.52 82.95
a) U2S 120.43 58.47 84.03
b) U2S (simple) 120.43 57.38 83.06
c) U2S (soft CSM) 120.43 57.48 83.48
d) U2S - MN 120.09 56.69 83.01
e) U2S - MN + Non-Local [26] 120.84 58.02 83.78
f) U2S (oracle) 120.43 63.54 88.90
does not come from introducing more parameters since the
performance of d) is not obviously improved over that of the
two-branch architecture; instead, most of the performance gain
is produced by the discriminative features learned by the CSN
with the MN (only one convolution layer).
4) Visualizing Feature Similarity Distributions: The scatter
plot illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) shows the classification accuracy
in each category versus the category similarity with other
categories. The similarity with other categories is calculated
by S ∈ [0, 1]M×M (defined in the description of the CSM in
Sec. III):
ssimilarity = Norm(
∑
j
(S)i,j − I), (7)
where I is the identity matrix, Norm(·) is the min-max
normalization function, and thus, ssimilarity ∈ [0, 1]M . Each
value in ssimilarity represents the corresponding averaged inter-
class similarity with other categories since the self-calculated
similarity has been subtracted from the diagonal position.
Fig. 4 (a) illustrates the feature similarity distributions
among different feature representations. Each point in the
scatter plot represents a category. To prove that our category-
specific network can learn more discriminative features, we
use the min-max normalization method to restrict the feature
similarity on a unified scale among four kinds of feature
representations. The green triangles, yellow crosses, red stars,
and blue plus symbols represent one-pass, universal, specific,
and U2S features, respectively. The one-pass features and
universal features are both extracted from the UN, but the
yellow crosses are distributed on the right-hand side of the
plot thanks to the joint learning. Certainly, the red stars are
distributed the farthest to the left, which means that the specific
features are quite discriminative. However, the use of only
specific features cannot achieve a high performance, as shown
in Table I, since the selection strategy ignores some global
information. Combining the universal features and specific
features complements the feature representations in Fig. 4 (a)
and achieves a high performance, as shown in Table I. To show
the similarity distribution, we plot a histogram to count the
number of categories in different similarity intervals. Fig. 4 (b)
shows that the category-specific network distinguishes more
categories than the other networks, and these discriminative
features contribute greatly to classification tasks.
5) Visualizing Masks: In this section, we visualize the
masks learned from the mask network. During the second
stage of our U2S framework, we aim to classify action
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Fig. 4. Feature similarity distributions among the one-pass, universal, specific, and U2S features on the Something-Something dataset. (a) Scatter plot of the
feature similarity vs. category accuracy. (b) Histogram of the feature similarity counting the specific number of categories in different similarity intervals. This
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categories at a relatively fine level. Therefore, finding the most
discriminative part between confusing categories is crucial. As
illustrated in Fig. 5, we visualize some videos and their learned
masks between confusing categories, which reveals that our
approach indeed focuses on the discriminative part.
For example, the videos in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) show actions
of “bending”, namely, “bending something so that it deforms”
and “bending something until it breaks”. The key evidence
for distinguishing these two actions is whether the bent object
has been broken. As shown in the learned masks, our mask
network tends to focus on the most important spatial-temporal
location of the state of an object when it is bent. Another pair
of actions is shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (d), namely, “pretending
to throw something” and “throwing something”. These two
action categories are easily confused since the difference is
whether the object in question is actually thrown. Therefore,
we find the highlighted spatial-temporal areas in the masks
that focus on the hand after the throwing action. In the
remaining similar action categories shown in Fig. 5 (e), (f),
(g) and (h), the actions are all about “something out of or
into something”. The learned masks focus on the locations
where and when something moves. To further quantitatively
demonstrate the performance of the U2S framework, we list
the top-1 classification accuracies of these action categories
before and after the U2S feature learning process in Table IV.
The classification accuracy is improved in each confusing
action group. It is observed that U2S results in 3.92% and
4.85% performance gains on “bending” actions; “10.64%” and
“5.44%” gains on throwing actions; and an average gain of 8%
on actions involving “something out of or into something”.
Since masks are class-specific, we also provide an example
of the learned video masks for different categories in Fig-
ure6 (a)-(e). This example reveals that different categories
correspond to different regions. The two “bending” categories
focus on where and when the object deforms or breaks. An
interesting observation is that the category of “approaching
something with your camera” mostly focuses on the back-
ground that may capture the camera movement. Moreover, in
TABLE IV
COMPARING THE PERFORMANCE (TOP-1 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY
(%)) IMPROVEMENT BY USING THE U2S FRAMEWORK BETWEEN THE
CONFUSING PAIRS SHOWN IN FIG. 5.
Action One-Pass U2S Improved
Bending sth. (deforms) 24.84 28.76 3.92
Bending sth. (breaks) 66.99 71.84 4.85
Throwing sth. (pretending) 38.30 48.94 10.64
Throwing sth. 28.80 34.24 5.44
Putting sth. into sth. 45.21 47.60 2.39
Taking sth. out of sth. 45.19 56.07 10.88
Digging sth. out of sth. 54.55 60.61 6.06
Pouring sth. out of sth. 63.29 75.95 12.66
Figure6 (f) and (g), we also provide a visualization of the
t-SNE figure embedding between two confusing categories,
namely, “bending something so that it deforms” and “bending
something until it breaks”. The results show that the proposed
U2S framework alleviates the similarity distributions of these
confusing categories.
6) Visualizing Weight Similarity Distributions: In the “Loss
Function” section, we introduced a category regularization
method that restricts the discriminability between category-
specific masks if these categories are easily confused. There-
fore, in this section, we visualize the weight similarity among
all categories in Fig. 7. Similar to methods of visualizing
feature similarity, the weights W ∈ RC×M of the conv1×1×1
layer that map the feature dimension to the number of cat-
egories are decomposed into category-wise weight vectors,
wi. According to Eq. 4, the weight similarity matrix Sw
obtained by weight vectors can be visualized in Fig. 7. The
weight similarity distributions in (a) and (b) are without and
with category regularization applied, respectively. Clearly, the
weight similarity without category regularization has a more
cluttered distribution in the mask network than the weight
similarity with category regularization. wi can be regarded as
a classification boundary for category i. Hence, classification
boundaries between similar categories (i.e., high values in Sw)
easily tend to be close without category regularization. When
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Fig. 5. The visualization of learned masks from the mask network for similar action pairs – (a), (b): “bending something so that it deforms” and “bending
something until it breaks”; (c), (d): “pretending to throw something” and “throwing something”; (e), (f), (g), (h): “putting something into something”, “taking
something out of something”, “digging something out of something”, “pouring something out of something”.
category regularization is applied, some difficult category
classification boundaries are constrained to relatively large
distances. In the mask network, category regularization can
help to learn category masks by a more discriminative feature
combiner. Furthermore, categories are sorted by the first letter
of the category name, so the same action verbs will be listed
adjacent to one another. Thus, we can observe some square
structures in the diagonal position. Comparing Fig. 7 (a) (b),
some square structures disappear with the application of cate-
gory regularization. Therefore, adding category regularization
to the mask network can help the network learn more category-
specific masks.
Similar to Fig. 4 (b), we plot a weight similarity histogram
to count the number of category pairs in different similarity
intervals in Fig. 7 (c), which shows that more category pairs
can become dissimilar when applying category regularization.
7) Comparison with State-of-the-Art Results: We show the
results of a comparison among state-of-the-art classification
results on the Something-Something V2 dataset in Table V.
The evaluations are performed on both the validation set and
test set. Here, we discuss the results using RGB inputs on the
validation dataset. The MultiScale TRN model [68] achieves
a top-1 accuracy of 48.80% and a top-5 accuracy of 77.64%,
which reflect the temporal relation between different frames.
The baseline provided by [6], a simple VGG-style 11-layer
3D-CNN model, achieves a top-1 accuracy of 51.33% and
a top-5 accuracy of 80.46%. Another 3D-CNN-based model,
ECOLite [10], which also combines 2D-CNN and 3D-CNN
networks, achieves a top-1 accuracy of 52.73% and a top-5
accuracy of 81.30%. This lightweight structure is superior to
the classic VGG-style 3D model. The TSM16F model [69]
achieves a top-1 accuracy of 58.70% and a top-5 accuracy of
84.80%, a state-of-the-art performance using only RGB inputs.
Limited by computing resources, we also establish our U2S
framework on the TSM8F and TSM16F models with a smaller
batch size. As illustrated in Table V, the U2S framework can
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TABLE V
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON THE SOMETHING-SOMETHING V2 DATASET, WHICH ARE COMPARED WITH RECENTLY DEVELOPED ACTION RECOGNITION
METHODS. ∗ MEANS THE RESULT IS BASED ON OUR IMPLEMENTATION.
Method Inputs Validation TestTop-1 (%) Top-5 (%) Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%)
MultiScale TRN [68] RGB 48.80 77.64 50.85 79.33
VGG style 11-layered 3D-CNN [6] RGB 51.33 80.46 50.76 80.77
∗ ECOLite [10] RGB 52.73 81.30 - -
∗ TSM8F [69] RGB 56.00 83.11 - -
∗ TSM8F + U2S RGB 57.40 83.73 - -
∗TSM16F [69] RGB 58.87 84.69 - -
∗ TSM16F + U2S RGB 60.13 85.34 - -
Our One-Pass RGB 56.52 82.95 - -
Our U2S Model RGB 58.47 84.03 58.01 83.71
2-Stream TRN [68] RGB+flow 55.52 83.06 56.24 83.15
Our One-Pass Model RGB+flow 59.37 85.48 - -
Our U2S Model RGB+flow 61.46 87.71 60.78 87.29
Example	video:	Bending	something	so	that	it	deforms
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f) (g)
Fig. 6. The visualization of some selected category masks and the visu-
alization of the t-SNE feature embedding. We provide an example video
of “bending something so that it deforms” and the corresponding different
category masks of this input video: (a) “bending something so that it deforms”;
(b) “bending something until it breaks”; (c) “approaching something with
your camera”; (d) “closing something”; and (e) “digging something out of
something”. Moreover, the t-SNE feature embedding visualizations between
two similar categories, “bending something so that it deforms” (yellow) and
“bending something until it breaks” (purple), are shown in (f) and (g), which
are without and with U2S feature embedding, respectively.
achieve a better performance on this backbone. Comparing the
results of our framework with those of existing methods, U2S
achieves comparable performance, namely, a top-1 accuracy of
58.47% and a top-5 accuracy of 84.03% on the validation set.
The merged universal network and category-specific network
can improve the accuracy by approximately 2% over our one-
pass model, which is already a strong baseline. This means that
the U2S features benefit the final prediction. In addition, we
feed only RGB image data to our network, and the proposed
framework performs better than the 2-Stream TRN, which
requires both RGB and optical flow inputs.
Considering the temporal relation network (TRN) [68], a
large performance gain of 6.72% is observed between the
MultiScale TRN and 2-Stream TRN. A 2.99% performance
gain is also obtained between our U2S model using only RGB
or RGB+flow inputs. Thus, we can conclude that short motion
information provided by optical flow helps greatly in such
action recognition tasks.
D. Results on the UCF101 and HMDB51 Datasets
We provide more experimental results on the U2S frame-
work in Table VI to confirm that our learning strategy is
helpful on other action recognition datasets. We evaluate our
approach on two common datasets, UCF101 and HMDB51.
These datasets contain rich and diverse categories. Comparing
the one-pass model and the U2S model, both flow and RGB
data modality achieve a performance improvement of 2% or
3% on these two datasets. These experimental results are
consistent with those of the Something-Something dataset.
Similar to many action recognition tasks [8], [12], [28], the
classification performance will improve when merging the
RGB and optical flow results. We find large performance gains
of 2.01% and 8.5% on the UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets,
respectively.
E. Results on Image Datasets
Since our proposed U2S framework is not limited to video
data, it can also be applied to image classification tasks. We
provide additional results on two fine-grained image datasets,
Stanford Cars [66] and Stanford Dogs [67], to show that
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Fig. 7. Weight similarity distributions. (a) The weight similarity distribution without category regularization. (b) The weight similarity distribution with
category regularization. (c) Histogram of the weight similarity. This figure is best viewed under magnification and in color.
TABLE VI
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON THE UCF101 AND HMDB51 DATASETS.
Dataset Input Method Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%)
UCF101
flow One-Pass Model 80.48 94.71U2S Model 82.66 95.08
RGB One-Pass Model 89.16 98.57U2S Model 92.31 98.38
RGB+flow One-Pass Model 92.43 98.73U2S Model 94.32 98.89
HMDB51
flow One-Pass Model 53.40 80.13U2S Model 56.34 81.50
RGB One-Pass Model 63.27 87.65U2S Model 65.49 89.80
RGB+flow One-Pass Model 70.24 91.01U2S Model 73.99 92.61
(a)
(b)
Fig. 8. The influence of the average number of confusing categories (N) on
Stanford Cars (a) and Stanford Dogs (b).
the U2S framework is also effective for these fine-grained
image classification tasks. As illustrated in Table VII, the top-
1 accuracy is improved by an absolute 2.29% for Stanford
Cars and 6.09% for Stanford Dogs, which are based on
the ResNet50 backbone. Since these are fine-grained datasets
TABLE VII
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON THE STANFORD CARS AND STANFORD
DOGS DATASETS.
Dataset Method Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%)
Stanford Cars [66] One-Pass Model 84.98 93.97U2S Model 87.27 96.26
Stanford Dogs [67] One-Pass Model 75.40 89.17U2S Model 81.49 95.47
and our method focuses on confusing categories, the top-
5 accuracy also greatly improves. We further explore the
influence of the average number of confusing categories (N)
on the Stanford Cars/Dogs datasets in Fig. 8, which shows
that the top-1 accuracy achieves a better result when N is set
to 5, while the top-5 accuracy increases with increasing N.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a U2S framework aimed at classify-
ing complex fine-grained actions from the perspective of a
“rethinking” mechanism to learn discriminative features. The
U2S model is a generalized framework that employs universal
features to guide category-specific features. The universal
network and the category-specific network can be replaced
by any base network and are suitable for many complex
classification tasks. We further introduce visualization methods
based on feature similarity and weight similarity to evaluate
the quality of the learned representations. Our experiments
show that U2S indeed learns more discriminative features by
visualizing feature correlations among different categories.
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